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ABST
TRACT: In thiss study, a multi-layer metalliization conceptt for high-efficcient large-areaa silicon back--contact
back-junction solar cells
c
is investigated. The metaallization appro
oach represents an industrial aalternative to th
he wellf a decouplin
ng of the cell m
metallization frrom the
knownn edge-to-edge cell interconneection technoloogy, allowing for
externnal contact struccture by inserting an intermeediate insulation
n layer. A firstt proof of princ
nciple is shown
n for an
n-typee back-contact back-junction
b
solar
s
cell with aan edge length of 156 mm and evaporated aaluminum grid fingers.
f
Furtheermore, we pressent a tool thatt allows for thee design optimiization of the contact
c
layout bby combining detailed
d
cost off ownership callculations with analytical solaar cell simulatio
ons. Two back-end process seqquences are com
mpared
and foor both approachhes the most co
ost-effective meetallization layo
out is determined on cell levell. Finally, a sen
nsitivity
analyssis is carried outt, revealing the high potential of the investigaated back-contaact back junction
on solar cell stru
uctures.
Keywoords: back conttact, cost reducttion, metallizatiion, modelling, solar cell
1

ODUCTION
INTRO

The reecently publishhed conversion efficiency recoord
of 25.6 % [1] for n-tyype silicon baack-contact bacckjunction ((BC-BJ) solar cells emphasizzes their superrior
conversionn efficiency pootential. Not on
nly on laboratoory
scale but aalso in industriial environment high conversiion
efficienciees have been shhown so far on
n cell and modu
dule
level [2]. Up to now moost BC-BJ solarr cells in indusstry
nterdigitated baack
and reseaarch feature a so called in
contact (IB
BC) metallization pattern (seee Fig. 1a), whhere
the externaal p-type and n--type contacts are
a each locatedd at
opposed w
wafer edges. Inn order to keep resistive los ses
within thee IBC structurre on an accep
ptable level, itt is
either neceessary to increaase the finger cross
c
section orr to
reduce thee lateral currentt path in the contact fingers. T
The
IBC geom
metry is probablly the main reaason why mostt of
today’s B
BC-BJ solar ceells are fabricaated using siliccon
wafers with an edge length
l
of 125
5 mm, which are
g for high asppect
metallizedd with technoloogies allowing
ratios, as ffor example plaating or comparaable.
In ordder to adopt thhe BC-BJ cell concept i) to an
industrial wafer format with
w 156 mm ed
dge length andd ii)
m
teechnologies as for
to cost-efffective finger metallization
instance screen printiing, alternativ
ve metallizatiion
concepts are essential. In this work we investigatee a
B
solar ceells
multi-layeer metallizationn concept for BC-BJ
[3–6] thatt allows for a flexible placin
ng of the extern
rnal
contacts w
within the cell arrea, hence reducing current paaths
in the conntact grid of BC-BJ
B
solar ceells with 156 m
mm
edge lenggth (see Fig. 1bb). Furthermorre, it enables tthe
usage off conventional equipment for back-conttact
m
to characterrize
current-vooltage (I-V) measurements
BC-BJ sollar cells. A firsst proof of principle is shown on
cell level. In addition, we
w present a sim
mulation tool th
that
allows foor design opttimization of the multi-layyer
metallizatiion concept. Nuumerical simulaations are couplled
with cost of owner shipp (CoO) calculaations in orderr to
find the most cost-effeective metallizzation layout for
different fi
finger metallizattion technologies.
2

APPR
ROACH

2.1 Multi-layer metallizattion concept
The B
BC-BJ multi-layyer cell metalliization conceptt is
depicted inn Fig. 2. It connsists of three layers: a) conttact

b)

a)

front
front

back

back
b

front

Fiigure 1: Front and back side of a BC-BJ so
olar with a)
intterdigitated back contact (IB
BC) metallizatiion pattern
an
nd an edge leng
gth of 125 mm
m and b) with four
f
busbar
mu
ulti-layer metallization and ann edge length off 156 mm.

Fiigure 2: Schematic cross seection of the investigated
n-ttype BC-BJ multi-layer metallization
n concept
co
onsisting of a) contact finger grrid, b) insulatin
ng layer and
c) busbar metallizzation.
fin
nger grid, b) screen-printed insulating lay
yer and c)
sccreen-printed bu
usbar metallizaation. The external p-type
an
nd n-type busbar contacts aree decoupled fro
om the cell
metallization
m
by an intermediaate insulation layer, thus
op
pening up an extensive rangge of contact layouts to
ch
hoose from. In
n this study, w
we use a therm
mally cured
so
older resist as in
nsulation paste and a commerccial copperbaased low-temp
perature conduuctive paste as busbar
metallization.
m
Bo
oth materials arre applied by co
onventional
sccreen printing, allowing for aan easy integraation of the
multi-layer
m
metaallization conceept in state of the art cell
prroduction facilitties.
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2.2 Cell fabrication
Large-area BC-BJ solar cells with multi-layer
metallization were fabricated using n-type Czochralskigrown silicon (Cz-Si) wafers with a base resistivity of
3 Ωcm and an edge length of 156 mm. The base line
process described in [7,8] was used. All doped layers
were formed during a single high-temperature step using
silicate glasses as doping sources. The cell design
features a pitch of 1.5 mm and a back surface field (BSF)
width of 300 µm. After passivation and local contact
opening the cells were full-area metallized with a 4.5 µm
thick evaporated aluminum layer [9]. The aluminum
layer was structured, resulting in 140 µm wide n-type
contact fingers and 490 µm wide p-type contact fingers.
A thermal curing solder resist was screen printed on the
patterned aluminum layer insulating every second metal
finger. Finally the low-temperature copper-based busbar
paste was screen printed in form of a three busbar layout.
3

a)

b)

back-end

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Experimental results
The I-V characteristics of the BC-BJ cell with the
best performance so far is shown in Table 1. Short-circuit
current jSC and open-circuit voltage VOC are limited due
to process difficulties in the front-end which have been
overcome recently, see [8]. The pseudo fill factor pFF
indicates that the multi-layer metallization approach was
implemented successfully without significant shunt
contributions.
Table I: I-V data of the best performing n-type Cz-Si
BC-BJ solar cell with a three-busbar multi-layer
metallization and 156 mm edge length, A with an active
cell area of 239 cm² and B with isolated edges and an
active cell area of 216 cm². The cell was measured with
an industrial cell tester under standard test conditions.
jSC
FF
pFF
RS
VOC

(mV) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) (Ωcm²) (%)
A 630.1
37.7
76.2 82.0
1.1
18.1
B 630.8
38.1
77.2 81.9
0.9
18.6
The resistive loss within the multi-layer metallization
RS,met including the evaporated aluminum finger is
calculated as follows:
,

(1)

with RBB the measured resistance between two busbars of
one polarity, Acell the active solar cell area and nBB the
number of busbars per polarity. For the full-area
measurement
RS,met = 0.3
Ωcm²
is
calculated,
corresponding to approximately one third of the total fill
factor loss. The series resistance contribution of the
multi-layer metallization approach proves the low contact
resistance between the evaporated aluminum finger grid
and the low-temperature busbar paste. The cell result can
be understood as a first proof of principle of the multilayer metallization approach and shows the basic
functionality of the concept with evaporated aluminum
grid fingers without capping layer.
3.2 Device simulation and cost of ownership calculation
As the investigated multi-layer metallization
approach offers a wide range of possible BC-BJ contact

front-end
Figure 3: a) Investigated back-end process sequences for
n-type BC-BJ solar cells with an edge length of 156 mm.
As reference a conventional p-type H-pattern solar cell
with passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) and b)
Schematic drawing of the classification in front-end and
back-end for the BC-BJ solar cell analysis presented in
this study.
designs, the question arises, which pad layout is most
cost-effective for 156 mm BC-BJ solar cells. In order to
answer this question on solar cell level, we present a
design optimization procedure based on numerical cell
simulations coupled with SCost [10], a bottom-up cost of
ownership calculation tool, varying the number of
busbars and the number of pads per busbar
systematically.
For the BC-BJ solar cell analysis, two different backend process sequences are compared: one with
evaporated (BC-BJ PVD) and the other one with
screen-printed (BC-BJ SP) finger metallization, see
Fig. 3a. The back-end fabrication starts with a fully
passivated cell precursor, as depicted in Fig. 3b. For the
front-end, the process sequence investigated in [11] with
an ion-implanted BSF structure and a boron-doped front
floating emitter is assumed. The rear passivation layer is
considered to provide electrical insulation between finger
metallization and doped areas. As a reference, we include
the state of the art screen-printed three-busbar p-type
Cz-Si H-pattern solar cell with passivated emitter and
rear cell (PERC) from [12,13] in our calculations.
The BC-BJ solar cell simulation tool allows to
calculate all resistive losses in the metallization layers,
the doped areas and the base of 156 mm full-square
1 Ωcm n-type Cz-Si BC-BJ solar cells using analytical
equations. All relevant I-V parameters are simulated
applying the one-diode model. As a basis, the dark
saturation current densites j0 from literature shown in
Table 2 are used. Note that reference for the j0E,met of the
BC-BJ SP approach was determined for a silver-
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Table III: Metallization related input parameters for all
investigated solar cell technologies.
BC-BJ
BC-BJ
H-pattern
SP
PVD
PERC
finger width (µm)
50
710
50
effective finger
11
1.5
11
height (µm)
finger resistivity
3.5
3.1
3.5
(μΩcm)
contact resistivity
8
1
3
of finger grid ρC
(mΩcm²)
finger mass (mg)
97 (Ag)
98 (Al)
80 (Ag)
busbar resistivity
35
35
3.5
(μΩcm)
contact resistivity
busbar to finger
10
10
0
(µΩcm²)
mass busbar (mg)
66-163* 59-162*
20
*depending on number of busbars, see Fig 4.

For the BC-BJ SP solar cells both emitter and BSF
are contacted with the same commercial firing-through
silver paste in a single screen printing step.
Measurements using the transfer length method (TLM)
[18] reveal a contact resistivity of about 8 mΩcm² for this
paste on both polarities. The finger width is simulated
with 50 μm for all contact fingers.
In case of the BC-BJ PVD solar cells a laser process
is assumed for the local passivation ablation resulting in
50 µm wide linear contact openings. The evaporated
fingers consist of 1.5 μm aluminum, 100 nm titanium
nitride (TiN), 20 nm titanium (Ti) and 50 nm silver (Ag)
layer stack deposited in one industrial evaporation tool
[9]. The TiN/Ti/Ag layer stack provides an effective
aluminum diffusion barrier, hence enabling the long-term
stability of the metal contact system [19]. For the finger
structuring technology, the direct ink-jet etching process
investigated in [20] is assumed. A reduced process
sequence is analyzed with the BC-BJ PVD* approach
that features solely the 1.5 µm thick aluminum layer
without capping, hence representing the fabrication

5 Pads/BB

10 Pads/BB

15 Pads/BB

22.5

cell,sim (%)

Table II: Dark saturation current densities j0 from
literature used as input parameters for the one- diode
model.
BC-BJ SP
BC-BJ PVD
j0 current type
j0bulk (fA/cm²)
30 [14]
30 [14]
j0FFE (fA/cm²)
40 [11]
40 [11]
j0BSF (fA/cm²)
300 [15]
300 [15]
j0E (fA/cm²)
20 [11]
20 [11]
j0E,met (fA/cm²)
3000 [16]
1500 [11]
j0BSF,met (fA/cm²)
1500 [17]
700 [11]
j0total (fA/cm²)
257
181

concept shown in section 2.2.
For both BC-BJ back-end process sequences a
measured value of 10 μΩcm² is applied for the contact
resistivity between copper-based low-temperature busbar
paste and grid metallization. The round external contact
pads measure 2 mm in diameter. The tapering of the
busbar between the solder pads is cost-optimized for all
investigated metallization layouts using an analytical
simulation tool applying a minimum busbar width of
100 µm and a maximum width of 2000 µm. Note that no
bifaciality factor is taken into account for the simulated
BC-BJ solar cells.
Fig. 4a shows the simulated solar cell conversion
efficiencies for all investigated metallization layouts.
The BC-BJ PVD solar cells reach maximum conversion
efficiencies over 22.5 % for metallization layouts with
more than 5 busbars and 15 external contact pads per
busbar. The conversion efficiency advantage of about
1 % absolute over the best BC-BJ SP cells results on the
one hand from a 10 mV higher VOC due to lower j0met
values and on the other hand from lower series resistance
rS values. The BC-BJ SP solar cells achieve minimum rS
of 0.7 Ωcm² whereas the BC-BJ PVD solar cells show
rS < 0.4 Ωcm². This gap is mainly caused by higher series
resistance contributions of the electrical metalsemiconductor contact of the finger grid and the electrical
a)

22.0
21.5
21.0

BC-BJ PVD and PVD*
BC-BJ SP
p-type H-pattern

20.5
20.0
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

number of busbars
b)
5 Pads/BB

CoOcell (€ct/Wp)

aluminum paste, usually used for the front metallization
of n-type H-pattern solar cells. This value must be
understood as a rough estimation, since up to now no j0
measurements were carried out for the silver paste
investigated in this work. The parallel resistance RP is
assumed to be 10 kΩcm² and the photo current density
41 mA/cm². For all investigated BC-BJ solar cells a
finger pitch of 1.5 mm and a BSF width of 300 µm
without gap between emitter and BSF are assumed. All
metallization related simulation parameters are depicted
in Table 3.

10 Pads/BB

BC-BJ PVD
BC-BJ PVD*

34.5

15 Pads/BB

BC-BJ SP
p-type H-pattern

34.0
33.5
33.0
31.6
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

number of busbars
Figure 4: a) Simulated cell conversion efficiencies
ηcell,sim for large-area n-type Cz-Si BC-BJ solar cells with
different back-end process and metallization layouts and
b) Calculated cost of ownership (CoOcell) for the
simulated BC-BJ solar cells from Fig. 4a. The open star
represents a BC-BJ PVD* solar cell without titanium
nitride/titanium/silver
capping
for
the
finger
metallization. The black star represents a state of the art
p-type Cz-Si H-pattern PERC solar cell with screenprinted contacts.
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contact between busbar and finger paste due to the
reduced contact area in case of the BC-BJ SP solar cells.
The resulting CoO of all metallization layouts is
shown in Fig. 4b calculated for a 500 MWp production
facility located in Europe and an amortization period of
7 years for equipment and 20 years for buildings. The ascut silcon wafer costs are included with 94 €ct and
107 €ct per wafer for p-type and n-type silicon,
respectively [21]. The front-end precursor is calculated
with a cost of 41 €ct per wafer. The width of the solder
resist stripe is 5 mm with an expected material price of
20 €/kg. For the busbar paste, a price of 350 €/kg is
assumed. The cost of the firing-through silver paste for
the finger metallization of the BC-BJ SP solar cells is
based on the current silver price of 14.8 € per fine ounce.
A four busbar metallization layout with more than 10
pads per busbar is found to be most cost-effective for the
simulated BC-BJ PVD solar cells. In case of the
BC-BJ SP solar cells, the optimal metallization layout
features five or more busbars with over 10 pads per
busbar. Due to the reduced back-end process sequence
(see Fig. 3) the BC-BJ SP solar cells achieve 1.5 % lower
CoO in comparison to the BC-BJ PVD cells. Still, the
best-case BC-BJ SP solar cells show about 4.5 % higher
CoO compared with the conventional p-type H-Pattern
PERC cell technology. The lowest BC-BJ CoO is
achieved with the simplified BC-BJ PVD* approach that
corresponds to the experimentally realized metallization
structure shown in section 2.2. By omitting the
TiN/Ti/Ag barrier stack a cost reduction of 4 % is
a)

CoOcell (€ct/Wp)

36
BC-BJ PVD
BC-BJ PVD*
BC-BJ SP
p-type H-pattern

35
34
33
32
31
30
19

20

21

22

23

24

cell (%)

25

b)

CoOcell (€ct/Wp)

34
33

BC-BJ PVD
BC-BJ PVD*
BC-BJ SP
p-type H-pattern

4

32
31
30
90

95

100

calculated. Currently, the long-term stability of the
BC-BJ PVD* metal contact system is investigated. The
results will show, whether this approach not only
provides a huge potential for cost reduction but also is
industrially feasible.
In order to estimate the future development of
industrial BC-BJ solar cells a sensitivity analysis of the
cell conversion efficiency and the n-type wafer price is
carried out for the most cost-effective BC-BJ
metallization layouts. Fig. 5a shows the sensitivity of the
solar cell conversion efficiency for the presented
simulation data. The CoO of the investigated large-area
industrial BC-BJ solar cells is compatible with the
conventional p-type PERC technology when the cell
conversion efficiency reaches values over 22.4 % in case
of screen-printed (BC-BJ SP) and 23.8 % in case of
evaporated grid metallization (BC-BJ PVD and
BC-BJ PVD*). In order to obtain this high conversion
efficiency level the main research focus is the further
reduction of dark saturation current densities. In case of
the BC-BJ SP technology a huge improvement potential
for the future remains in the optimization of the firingthrough silver paste for the grid metallization. The main
focus is reducing j0met as well as contact resistivity of the
finger grid ρC. Simulating the BC-BJ SP cell with
j0E,met = 1000 fA/cm² and ρC = 3 mΩcm² results in
ηcell,sim = 22.3 %, clarifying the big influence of the finger
paste.
Note that the p-type PERC technology is currently
under further development and should therefore being
understood as a moving target. The sensitivity analysis of
the as-cut wafer price (Fig. 5b) reveals the strong
influence of the base material cost for industrial BC-BJ
solar cells. At present, the Cz-Si n-type wafer price is
about 14% higher compared to p-type material. A
reduction of the n-type silicon below 100 €ct/wafer
facilitates the cost-competiveness of high efficiency
n-type solar cells.
Finally it must not be forgotten that at the end the
CoO on module and system level determine whether a
new technology is suitable for market launch. High
efficiency solar cells clearly gain CoO benefits on system
level, since all area-proportional costs are used more
efficiently [10]. Furthermore, in case of the BC-BJ solar
technology the uniform cell and module appearance is an
additional factor that could increase the future market
share of BC-BJ solar cells.

105

110

wafer price (€ct/wafer)
Figure 5: a) Sensitivity analysis of the solar cell
conversion efficiency for the most cost-effective BC-BJ
solar cells from Fig. 4 and b) Sensitivity analysis of the
as-cut Cz-Si wafer price for the most cost-effective
BC-BJ solar cells from Fig. 4. The black star represents
the state of the art p-type Cz-Si H-pattern PERC solar cell
with screen-printed contacts.

CONCLUSIONS

We show a first experimental proof of principle of a
multi-layer metallization concept for BC-BJ solar cells
with an edge length of 156 mm and all-aluminum
evaporated grid finger metallization. The results reveal
the successful implementation of the metallization
approach using an innovative and cost-effective copperbased conductive paste for the busbar metallization.
By means of analytical solar cell simulations
combined with cost of ownership calculations a
metallization layout optimization tool for industrial largearea n-type BC-BJ solar cells is presented. BC-BJ
metallization layouts with minimum four busbars and
more than 10 contact pads per busbar are found to be
most cost-effective for both investigated grid finger
metallization technologies – namely screen printing and
physical vapor deposition.
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Furthermore, we show that with the current base
material price structure, n-type solar cells hardly gain
cost advantages over the mature p-type technology on
cell level. Only with high efficiency solar cell concepts
with a conversion efficiency potential of more than 22 %
cost benefits are feasible. For the BC-BJ solar cell with
screen-printed grid metallization the highest potential for
improvement lies in the development of metallization
pastes with low j0met and contact resistivity on p-type as
well as on n-type doped areas. First commercial products
are currently available and under further development. In
case of the BC-BJ cell structure with evaporated finger
grid, one of the most important questions is the necessity
of the evaporated capping layers, which is found to be
among the biggest cost drivers of this technology. First
experimental results proof the feasibility of the multilayer metallization concept without additional barrier
layer stack. Our future investigations will focus on the
confirmation of the long-term stability of this simplified
metallization approach.
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